
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

KINETIC-XMBT
Code: 50019

Price on request.

User Can do Run, Step, Stride, Climb, Jog, intervals,Walk, Sprint, lore an this equpment 
Upto 97 cm stride length for tall users
Big Paddle

 
 



DESCRIPTION

Total Body Workout : Users can go from stride to long 
stride,walking to running, climbing 
to lunging, allowing them to target 
diff erent muscle groups.Pushing 
and pulling the moving handlebars 
will engage the upper body, resulting 
in a total body workout.

Handle bar grip  : Three distinct positions on the 
moving handle bar provide 
comfortable for nearly every user.

Accessories Shelf : The large drink and accessories shelf 
is conveniently .located with easy 
access while working out.

Caloric Burn : Our machine delivers a higher level 
of caloric burn while giving user a 
lower level of exertion. So they can 
go longer and harder-and get better 
results.

Curve : Support tubes curve out for easy 
access.

Handholds : Handholds allows secure mounting 
and different usage models are 
equipped with belt guards for safety.

Pedals : Big-sized pedals and toe caps for 
greater range and no pinching.

Grips : Rodeo grips provides stability when 
focusing on a lower body workout. 
The rodeo grip has a heart rate 
sensor built-in that provides 
monitoring and astable,comfortable 
position when focusing on the lower 
body.

Right-Left Grips : New right and left grips with 3 
distinct positions accomodate 
smaller hands.

Stride : Longer stride, the new machine 
increases form 28: (71cm)to a 
38(97cm) stride length to 
accomodate runners and taller users.

Center Cover : New center cover protects frame 
from liquids and adds a finished 
look. Large step-up removable 
platform is easy to position and 
move.

ELECTRONICS

Touch Screen : Bright, engaging graphics and a 
simple,intuitive screen brings an 
inviting environment from first trial.

Quick Start : Getting Started in easier with a 
simple one-button manual mode.

Featured Workouts : Keep users motivated by letting 
them select from pre-set workouts 
that change daily.

Workout Library : Weâ€™ve made achieving goals 
easier by providing a library of 
goal - oriented workouts, contained 
within numerous categories

Motion Control : Resistance is easily adjusted without 
missing a stride.

Entertainment Control : Users are able to change channels or 
adjust volune quickly and easily, 
without interfering with the on 
screen display.

Wi-Fi : Exercisers personalise their workout 
by downloading the music or videos 
they love under Wi Fi and enjoy 
their chosen media right on the 
display. Their device even gets a 
charge out of the workout.


